FLIR not only provides superior products and services, but superior training to help you make the most of your investment. Our classes, taught by our expert staff, ensure that you receive the know-how to use your products, software and Apps effectively. To help improve the effectiveness of users in the field, the class is broken into theory, operational instructions and hands-on use.

As part of the training, Safe Environment Engineering, an established distributor and system integrator of FLIR will include options as part of the training.

**identiFINDER R100 and R200**
- Product Overview
- Operation
- Android/iOS App
- Hands-on: Search, Locate, Identify and Send Spectrum using FLIR RAD App

**identiFINDER R300, R400 and R500**
- Product Overview
- Operation
- Hands-on: Search, Locate and Identify
- Web Interface
- Mass Storage (PC and Android)
- Hands-on: Send Spectrum to Reachback

Free Product Training in Los Angeles Radiation Detection Products
Environmental Common Operational Picture (COP) option
The live feeds from multiple model instruments along with their geographic location is viewed utilizing this tool. With the addition of a full array of instrument support materials, plume modeling, survey tracking, video feed integration and hazard library reachback this tool can provide a one-stop shop for environmental monitoring needs.

Wireless remote data streaming option
This capability provides live instrument readings to remote subject matter experts for monitoring and/or technical assistance. Instruments can be used for enhanced first responder safety, unattended perimeter monitoring and/or in robotic applications.

LinCmrs - Mobile Radiological System (includes identiFINDER S900)
The LINC mobile radiological system (LINCMrs) is a versatile wireless transportable radiological isotope detector easily configured for different types of monitoring requirements. Examples include mobile vehicle systems, portal applications, fixed facility and grouped for events requiring increased sensitivity detection.

Training Location:
LAFD Frank Hotchkin Memorial Training Center
1700 Stadium Way,
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Available Training Dates:
16, 17, 18, 19 and 20 October, 2017

For Additional Information Please Contact:
Steven Read, Ph: (865) 220-8700 Ext 12101,
Email: steven.read@flir.com